COURSE OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES

This course is designed as a gender and public policy “solutions lab”. The goals of this course are to use a comparative politics and public policy lens to critically examine some of the gender-based and intersectional inequalities faced by different communities of women, girls, and 2SLGBTQI+ people, and to reflect on the role that political institutions and public policies play in both creating and overcoming those inequalities.

Some of the most intractable policy challenges around the globe centre on gender.

The World Bank [gender data portal] and other data repositories note that on a number of dimensions of gender inequality — including economic structures and access to resources; education; health and related services; public life and decision-making; and human rights — women are still disadvantaged in relation to men. While data are scarcer, BIPOC women, as well as two-spirit, lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer or questioning and other groups (2SLGBTQI+) face even more disadvantages compared to both white men and women. There are vastly different [human rights regimes] around the world and [constitutional provisions] that permit discrimination on the basis of gender, sex, sexuality, and sexual orientation. Even in those countries where women have made gains economically, they may remain underrepresented in [political office] and [other political institutions].

What makes these problems intractable is that gender inequality is multidimensional. Inequality manifests on the basis of multiple aspects of identity and in multiple structures, institutions, and organizations. Issues of intersectionality — of gender, sexuality and sexual orientation, race, class, indigeneity, religion, ethno-national group so on — along with global power imbalances between North and South, political regimes, and welfare state traditions make gender inequality in all its aspects challenging to overcome.

Drawing on a variety of political science and other social science research, the first part of the course focuses on examining various aspects of gender-based inequality; the second part critically examines some contemporary policy solutions. Canada, at points, provides an anchor
point for comparative discussion but, as much as possible, the comparative lens is used to critically reflect on the varieties of lived experiences (and thus positions of advantage and disadvantage) of women, girls, and 2SLGBTQI+ people around the world.

By the end of this course students will:

- Gain a broader and deeper understanding of the role that gender plays in politics and policymaking, and in particular how institutions and policies position people in hierarchies of power that contribute to or reduce inequality;
- Examine how gendered constructs can systematically be used to disadvantage women, girls and 2SLGBTQI+ people and understand the challenges faced by these groups in a number of policy areas, including health, education, labour, and reproductive justice;
- Apply political science theory and analysis (such as intersectional analysis, structural analysis, and institutional analysis) to understand multiple aspects of gender based inequality;
- Develop critical analytic skills and techniques and, using multiple lens, analyze policies and reflect on possible policy solutions to ameliorate gender-based inequalities.

Please note that the course material addresses subject matter that some students may find disturbing and/or traumatizing or may evoke strong emotional reactions. If you believe that you will find a particular subject matter disturbing/traumatizing, you may choose not to participate in the discussion. You will still, however, be responsible for material that you miss, and you should arrange to get notes from another student or see me individually. I encourage you to familiarize yourself with the syllabus and prepare yourself emotionally beforehand.

I ask all students to keep in mind that we all come from different lived experiences, and we will approach this material from those different perspectives and lived experiences. I encourage the cultivation of an atmosphere of mutual respect and sensitivity throughout the course, and I hope we can engage in collaborative learning.

**STATEMENT ON ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF TRADITIONAL LAND**

The sacred land on which the University of Toronto operates has been a site of human activity for 15,000 years and is the traditional lands of the Huron-Wendat, the Seneca, and the Mississaugas of the Credit River. The territory was the subject of the Dish with One Spoon Wampum Belt Covenant, an agreement between the Iroquois Confederacy and Confederacy of the Ojibwe and allied nations to peaceably share and care for the resources around the Great Lakes. Today, the meeting place of Toronto is still the home to many Indigenous people from across Turtle Island and we are grateful to have the opportunity to work in the community, on this territory.

For more information see: [https://www.studentlife.utoronto.ca/fnh](https://www.studentlife.utoronto.ca/fnh)
COURSE FORMAT AND DELIVERY MODE

The course will be delivered in person only in the Winter 2024 semester. In-person classes begin at 10 past the hour and end on the hour. I do not plan to record the lectures. Unfortunately, we are still experiencing waves of the COVID-19 virus which may at some point in the semester disrupt in-person learning. If circumstances arise where we need to switch to some form of hybrid or remote learning, we will do so. In that instance, the course, including your participation, will be recorded on video and will be available to students in the course for viewing remotely and after each session.

COMMUNICATION

Quercus will be used for sharing important information and announcements. It is your responsibility to log on to Quercus regularly and obtain relevant information for the course. I strongly suggest changing your settings to receive emails of any announcements and updates.

I am available for weekly office hours as specified above or “as needed” by appointment – just email me at linda.white@utoronto.ca and we can set up a mutually convenient time. I check my email regularly during working hours (weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST) and I will try my best to respond within 24 hours. Response times will be longer on evenings and weekends.

Note that other email addresses (e.g. gmail) can end up in email spam. It is thus important for all students to use a valid UTOR email address for communication.

For anything other than straightforward questions which can be answered in a sentence or two via email, I encourage students to speak with me about any of the material covered in the course and the assignments. If the response requires more than one sentence, email is not the appropriate medium for discussion of course materials.

REQUIRED COURSE MATERIALS

This course is designed to be an introduction to the topic of gender, politics, and public policy in comparative perspective. It cannot cover everything related to these topics; we can merely scratch the surface on these issues. I hope students are inspired to go beyond the course material and continue their learning well beyond this 12-week introductory course. To that end, in addition to the required weekly readings, the syllabus lists a number of non-mandatory additional readings and other resources should you want to explore a topic in further depth and that may be helpful in writing the final essay. Those readings are easily accessible via the University of Toronto library system. On the U of T library home page, just enter the article title in the search box and the search system will take you to the article.
The required readings provide the foundation for the learning in the course and provide the basis for the course assignments. They comprise a mix of academic journal articles, book chapters, and shorter pieces. All the readings and other relevant course information are available on Quercus or as otherwise indicated.

Students should complete all the required readings *before* class each week as that will better facilitate your learning.

Course materials belong to your instructor, the University, and/or other source depending on the specific facts of each situation and are protected by copyright. In this course, you are permitted to download materials from Quercus for your own academic use, but you should not copy, share, or use them for any other purpose without the explicit permission of the instructor.

CLASS ATTENDANCE

Students are expected to attend every class. Attendance will be taken via Quercus (“Quizzes function”).

Students who are absent from academic participation for any reason (e.g., COVID, cold, flu and other illness or injury, family situation) and who require consideration for missed academic work should report their absence through the online absence declaration. The declaration is available to students through ACORN under the Profile and Settings menu. Starting in the 2023-2024 school year, students may use the ACORN Absence Declaration Tool to declare an absence once per academic term (e.g., the fall term) for a maximum period of seven (7) consecutive calendar days. The seven-day declaration period can be retroactive for up to six (6) days in the past, or proactive, up to six (6) days in the future. For more information, please see:

https://www.artsci.utoronto.ca/current/academics/student-absences

Students should also advise their instructor of their absence. Instructors will not be automatically alerted when a student declares an absence. It is a student’s responsibility to let instructors know that they have used the Absence Declaration so that you can discuss any needed consideration, where appropriate.

You may be asked to provide a Verification of Student Illness or Injury (VOI) form as well. The VOI indicates the impact and severity of the illness, while protecting your privacy about the details of the nature of the illness. If you cannot submit a VOI due to limits on terms of use, you can submit a different form (such as a letter from a doctor), as long as it is an original document, and it contains the same information as the VOI (including dates, academic impact, practitioner's signature, phone and registration number).

For more information on the VOI, please see http://www.illnessverification.utoronto.ca. For information on Absence Declaration Tool for A&S students, see https://www.artsci.utoronto.ca/absence.
For more severe and extended absence requests, you should register with Accessibility Services as soon as possible and/or contact your College Registrar. See below re: University resources.

EVALUATION

The final course grade reflects your level of demonstrated achievement of the course learning objectives listed above. Evaluations provide feedback on your progress towards the final course grade. Ouriginal will be used in this course and can be used via Quercus. You do not need to sign in to Ouriginal separately.

Your final grade will be determined by your performance in these areas:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Weight/Value</th>
<th>Due Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class participation</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>Each lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-on-one meetings</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>Sign up via Quercus for a 15 min slot in the first six weeks of the course during office hour times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading engagements (3)</td>
<td>3 x 5 = 15%</td>
<td>Wednesdays BEFORE the lecture 11:59 pm EST; TWO must be completed before the mid-term on 29 February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion posts (5)</td>
<td>1 x 5 = 5%</td>
<td>Weeks 1-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-class mid-term exam</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>February 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final essay proposal and draft bibliography</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>March 13, 11:59 pm EST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final essay</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>April 5, 11:59 pm EST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Class participation (8%)

Students are expected to attend every class, and actively participate in class discussions. Active participation involves 1) preparing for each class in advance by doing the readings, taking notes, and formulating questions; 2) bringing course materials (readings, notebooks) with you to class; 3) actively listening to class discussion; 4) sharing your own insights; 5) posing questions, drawing connections between concepts, or raising weaknesses in an argument; 6) seeking the opinion of others or drawing others into discussion; 7) participating in in-class work. I will keep track of these aspects of your class participation and engagement. If participation in class discussions is difficult for you, you must come see me during my office hours.

Please note that I am committed to creating and fostering a positive learning environment based on open communication, mutual respect, and inclusion. In this course, each voice in the classroom has something of value to contribute. I thus encourage in all forms of course communication, both within and outside the classroom, to respect the different experiences, beliefs and values expressed by fellow students, faculty, and the graduate teaching assistant.
I also encourage students to observe some basic rules of etiquette in the classroom, such as arriving on time, avoiding the use of electronic devices other than for note taking, and so on.

Please let me know if the name on the official course registration list does not for any reason match the name by which you would like to be addressed. If you have pronouns by which you would like to be addressed, please let me know.

**One-on-one meetings (2%)**

Given that there are no tutorials in the course, I have reserved times via Quercus Calendar for one-on-one meetings (running Thursdays January 18-February 15 from 1:30 – 5 pm). I invite you to sign up for one of these slots (instructions below). There is no pressure to do so; this is just an opportunity to learn a bit more about you, your interests, background, and so on. As a crude incentive, 2 per cent of the final course mark will turn on meeting with me. Because these slots overlap with office hours in the early weeks of the course, you can receive the 2 per cent credit just by coming to chat about the course material or to ask questions.

Instructions on how to sign up for an appointment:

1. Log in to Quercus and navigate to Calendar (the left-hand side navigation panel)
2. Select POL351 Calendar on the right side of the page.
3. Select an Appointment Slot. A pop-up or a new page with details about the appointment will appear.

If you have any questions or issues with signing up for the meeting with Professor White, please contact Nikola: n.milicic@utoronto.ca.

**Reading engagements (3 @ 5% = 15%):**

In order to help you keep up with the readings and practice reading critically, you will submit three (3) reading engagements over the course of the term (from weeks 2-12). **At least two must be completed before the date of the mid-term.**

The reading engagements are designed to help you learn to map the arguments in the required readings and to integrate those arguments.

Each reading engagement should be a **maximum** of 700 words (anything longer will be marked as 0) and it include the following:

1. Thesis of each reading, that is, the question(s) the author is trying to answer or the issue(s) with which the author is grappling (1-2 sentences);

1 My thanks to colleague Rob Vipond for sharing this assignment idea.
2. Description of 1-2 arguments made in support of the thesis or answers to the questions (1-2 sentences each);

3. Description of the evidence the author uses to support their arguments (1-2 sentences each);

4. The main findings.

Then, you will write an integration paragraph that identifies common themes or contradictions among the readings, establishes connections with previous discussions in class and other readings, expresses agreement or disagreement with the arguments being presented, or applies concepts and ideas learned to date. You are encouraged to share the ideas in your engagement during class.

Submission dates and process: To receive credit for a reading engagement, you must submit it before class meets (late engagements will not be graded). The engagements for a given week are due 11:59 pm the night before that class on Quercus.

Grades: Your response to each reading will be graded out of 5: 2 points for the reading summaries (with an average score taken if the summaries are widely varying in quality) and 3 points for the integration paragraph.

Grading criteria: 1) familiarity with all the assigned material; 2) engagement with the assigned material at a level of abstraction higher than summarizing, e.g., evaluating arguments, analyzing connections and implications, applying concepts and theories; 3) organization and clarity of presentation.

The reading engagements are designed to integrate your learning while also demonstrating your knowledge of the course material. Each assignment submission, therefore, must be supported with evidence drawn directly from ALL the week’s required course material. You must paraphrase and directly quote the readings in meaningful ways that support your analysis/ reflections.

**Discussion posts (5 @ 1% = 5%)**

This class will use the Discussion function on Quercus to encourage students to share news stories, reports, data, and so on related to the course themes. **Five (5)** times in the semester (with a maximum of one post per week’s themes but which can be posted at any time during the semester), students are required to post either: a story from a reputable newspaper (including online newspaper); a recently released government or non-governmental organization/ international organization report; new data repository; newsworthy video; or relevant social media thread **that relates to the week’s themes**. THESE ARE EASY MARKS TO ACHIEVE. Each posting earns one (1) point. Irrelevant posts (that is, ones that do not relate to the week’s themes) or those from disreputable websites and sources earn 0. This assignment allows us to contribute collectively to knowledge accumulation and to keep up with current events related to gender, politics, and public policy.
The University of Toronto library services has a number of links re: how to evaluate news sources e.g.: “How do I spot fake news?” https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/faq/how-do-i-spot-fake-news; and W. Brock MacDonald’s “Researching Using the Internet”: http://advice.writing.utoronto.ca/researching/research-using-internet/

In-class midterm exam (30%)²

For this assignment, students will prepare three (3) 5-6 paragraph argumentative essays in response to questions that will be handed out a few weeks before the mid-term. These essays will serve as the study guide. For each essay, you must advance an argument that directly addresses the question. This argument must be clear and coherent and supported by evidence from at least four (4) required readings in the course. You may not use the exact same readings for each question. Each required article or book chapter counts as one reading. The essays must be organized and demonstrate university-level writing. Then, by the day of the in-class mid-term, students MUST submit their study guides to Quercus and write TWO of the three essays without notes or readings at their disposal (just like a normal in-class exam). You will not know in advance which 2 questions I will pick for you to respond to in class.

Note that I will not grade the content of study guides, only that you submitted them. Failure to submit the study guide results in a 10% deduction from your exam grade.

Grading criteria:

• Clear definitions – Does each essay clearly define and accurately utilize terms found in the readings and discussed in class?
• Thesis – is there a clear statement of the thesis in the first sentence/paragraph with the subsequent material built logically around that thesis?
• Argumentation - Is the argument reasonable, coherent, and convincing and does it engage with the literature in adequate depth and detail?
• Evidence Base - Is there good marshalling of evidence from the requisite number of sources including articles, chapters, and relevant data?
• Organization and quality of writing – is the essay well-organized with good flow from one idea to the next?

Final essay proposal and draft bibliography (10%) AND Final essay (30%)

The final essay builds on the learning you have done over the course of the semester to critically examine a particular aspect of gender in/equality in more depth.

The topic of the final essay is as follows:

² My thanks to colleague Julie Moreau for sharing this assignment idea.
Choose ONE policy challenge that relates to gender inequality and the range of policy solutions that have been proposed to deal with the challenge. How, and how well do the policy solutions address the problem that you have identified? See below for more information about the specific components of the paper.

The final essay should conform to the learning goals of the course: that is, it must theoretically grounded in the core themes of the course; engage with the theoretical material; be explicitly comparative; and be policy oriented.

The final essay is comprised of two components: a proposal and draft bibliography; and the final essay.

The proposal (due March 13, 11:59 pm EST) should be one-page (double-spaced) submitted in Word ONLY to Quercus and must contain the following components:

- Your name and a title for your essay;
- A statement of your research topic (that is, what problem, and tentatively, what solution(s));
- A tentative thesis statement (that is, your position or answer to the essay question), with some reference to the jurisdictions you are thinking of including including your rationale for the choice of cases;
- A brief description of the theories and the approaches you will draw on to advance your argument;
- A brief description of the sources of evidence you will use to make your argument;
- A draft bibliography in addition to the one-page proposal of possible sources (academic articles, books, government reports, data sets).

The final essay (due April 5, 11:59 pm EST) should be between 10-12 double spaced pages, use 12-point font, with 1-inch margins and include page numbers. Please submit your assignments in Word ONLY to Quercus. It MUST contain the following components:

- Clear identification of the policy challenge as well as a clear rationale for the choice (e.g. some might choose to focus on a problem that is easily addressed and thus the rationale is this is “low hanging fruit”; others might focus on a policy challenge because it has proven to be intractable);

- A clear statement about scope of the policy challenge, backed up with empirical evidence (is this a global challenge; pertinent to only some countries, regions; highly localized);

- A clear articulation of the social as well as political institutional context, that is, which levels/branches of governance are responsible (international; national; regional; local; legislative; executive; judicial; non-governmental), which civil society organizations, and so on;
• A clear statement of the range of policy solutions that have been proposed, and the criteria you use to assess the effectiveness and appropriateness of the policy solutions that have been attempted;

• A bibliography that lists all the sources you have used in your essay. Please be sure to cite all sources using a consistently applied citation system.

Grading criteria:

The following criteria will be used to assess the paper:

• Clear definitions – Does the paper clearly define and accurately utilize terms encountered in the reading and in the course?

• Does the paper connect the course learning to the topic in relevant and thoughtful ways?

• Evidence base - Is there good marshalling of evidence from reputable sources including articles, chapters, and relevant data?

• Argumentation/analysis - Is the analysis reasonable, coherent, and convincing and does it engage with the literature in adequate depth and detail?

• Thesis – is there a clear statement of the goal of the assignment and summary of the argument in the first sentence/paragraph with the subsequent material built logically around that thesis?

• Organization and quality of writing – is the assignment well-organized with good flow from one idea to the next?

All written work should be submitted in Word format (permitted extensions .doc, .docx, .rtf).

Some helpful tips:

State the thesis clearly at the outset of your essay and use the remainder of your essay to present evidence that supports this thesis. Your thesis and the evidence that you provide should be logical, persuasive, and well-reasoned.

Write the paper in your own words. Do not rely on lengthy quotations, closely paraphrased passages, or a series of pasted-together quotes from several sources. Instead, synthesize the arguments that others make into a single central thesis of your own creation.

Cite sources using a consistently applied citation system.

Include a bibliography that lists all of the sources you have used in your essay.

Proofread your essay. It should be free of grammatical and typographical errors.
Include a title, your name and your student number at the top of your essay or on a separate cover page.

GENERAL RULES FOR ASSIGNMENTS

Citations:
All written work and presentations must be properly referenced with clear source citations. If you are quoting directly from a source, indicate as such with quotation marks; otherwise, be sure to paraphrase appropriately and always provide sources for your information even when paraphrasing, including page numbers for any information that is drawn from source material. Any information that is not common knowledge must have source citations and any specific information or specific arguments must include page references.

Please use a social science in-text citation system (Author, year of publication, page number) – please do not use footnote/endnote style for source citations – and provide a works cited page at the end of the assignment.

Please note that Generative Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools such as ChatGPT are proliferating. There are now hundreds of these systems that are readily available that can be used for a variety of purposes including language translation, article summarization, and thematic analysis. Students may choose to use generative artificial tools as they work through course assignments. BUT use must be documented in an appendix for each assignment. The documentation should include what tool(s) were used, how they were used (e.g. what prompts were used to generate content), and how the results from the AI were incorporated into the submitted work. Many organizations that publish standard citation formats are now providing information on citing generative AI (e.g., MLA: https://style.mla.org/citing-generative-ai/).

Students are strongly advised to keep rough and draft work and hard copies of their assignments. These should be kept until the marked assignments have been returned. All graded assignments are to be kept by students until the grades have been posted on ACORN.

Late Penalties:
I expect students to turn in assignments on time and to present on the dates scheduled. No exceptions are made except in the case of an appropriately documented emergency.

If you do miss an assignment deadline, your grade for this component will be reduced by 2 per cent per day, including weekends. Late assignments will not be accepted after 7 days.

Grade Appeals:
The teaching assistant and I are happy to discuss evaluation criteria on any assignment as well as strategies for improvement. If you judge a received grade to be inaccurate (with respect to the grading guidelines outlined by the Faculty of Arts and Science and the assignment instructions given) and would like your assignment to be re-graded, you may appeal the assigned grade. The process by which to appeal the grade is to submit in writing (via email within one week of receiving the graded assignment to the person who graded the assignment) a paragraph
explaining the basis of the appeal, as well as the original graded assignment. Please note
decisions on appeals are ultimately at the instructor’s discretion. Once an appeal is submitted, the
entire assignment (and not specific questions/parts) will be examined. Please note that your grade
may go down, go up or remain unchanged after this process.

**Academic Integrity:**
Academic integrity is essential to the pursuit of learning and scholarship in the university. The
university treats cases of cheating and plagiarism very seriously. Assignments and all other
deliverables must be original work, giving credit to the work of others where appropriate. This
applies to individual and group deliverables. You are encouraged to consult the following
websites to ensure that you follow the appropriate rules. Ignorance of these rules is not a defense
in cases of violations, which can result in very serious academic sanctions. Please visit the
University of Toronto Academic Integrity and the UofT Writing Centre Resources websites for
further detail and help on the proper use of citations.

Plagiarism and other academic offences: “are in direct opposition to the University’s mission to
foster internationally significant research and excellent programs—a mission that can be realized
only if members of the University appropriately acknowledge sources of information and ideas,
present independent work on assignments and examinations, and complete and submit group
projects in accordance with the standards of the discipline being studied.”

Examples of academic offences include (but are not limited to):

- Representing someone else’s work or words as your own
- Falsifying documents such as a medical note
- Purchasing an essay or other assignment
- Submitting someone else’s work – in whole or in part - as your own
- Submitting the same assignment in more than one course (without permission)
- Making up sources or facts for an essay or report.

Plagiarism – presenting others’ thoughts, ideas, or other material without properly
acknowledging the source - is a serious academic office and will be dealt with accordingly.

If you are unclear about what constitutes plagiarism or how to properly acknowledge sources,
please visit the University of Toronto Academic Integrity and the UofT Writing Centre
Resources websites for further detail and help on the proper use of citations.

*If you have questions on these matters, please ask me or the teaching assistant in the course. It
is the responsibility of each student to be able to demonstrate the originality of their work.*

**Original:**
Normally, students will be required to submit their course essays to the University’s plagiarism
detection tool for a review of textual similarity and detection of possible plagiarism. In doing so,
students will allow their essays to be included as source documents in the tool’s reference
database, where they will be used solely for the purpose of detecting plagiarism. The terms that
apply to the University’s use of this tool are described on the Centre for Teaching Support & Innovation web site (https://uoft.me/pdt-faqLinks to an external site.).

Students may opt out of submitting through Ouriginal. If you choose to do so, you must inform me of your intention to do so. You must also provide electronic copies of all rough notes (typed and/or handwritten), library/Google searches conducted in the course of your research, and day/time stamped electronic versions of previous saved versions of your assignment with track changes enabled.

**Code of Behaviour on Academic Matters**
Please read the University’s Code of Behaviour on Academic Matters. It applies to all your academic activities and courses. The Code prohibits all forms of academic dishonesty including, but not limited to, cheating, plagiarism, and the use of unauthorized aids. Violating the Code may lead to penalties up to and including suspension or expulsion from the University. You are expected to know the Code and inform yourself of acceptable academic practices – ignorance of the Code or the acceptable academic practices is not a valid defense if you are accused of a violation.

**UNIVERSITY RESOURCES**

Occasionally students will need to apply for an academic accommodation due to disability, illness, religious observance, or personal emergency.

Academic accommodations are provided when you experience disability-related barriers that prohibit demonstration of your knowledge and skills. Accommodations are provided to level the playing field upon which you can establish your success. You are encouraged to inform yourself about options in this regard at the website for Accessibility Services. All requests for an academic accommodation are handled by the University of Toronto’s Accessibility Services, not the instructor. For disability-related accommodations, Accessibility Services staff will determine suitable accommodations on a case-by-case basis based on recommendation from health providers and with student input.

Students should be aware of the new divisional policy on academic consideration for non-disability related requests for accommodation. Please review that information here: https://registrar.utoronto.ca/policies-and-guidelines/absence-declaration/. See above re: class and tutorial attendance for more information.

If a non-disability related accommodation request is made along with an absence declaration on ACORN, a resolution will be determined by the instructor. This may take the form of any alternate deliverable, deadline extension, re-weighted course grade calculation, make-up exam, or another solution deemed appropriate by the instructor. If an accommodation request is not made along with an absence declaration, the missed or late deliverable will be subject to an academic penalty. The extent of the penalty is at the discretion of the instructor.

**Mental Health and Wellness**
Feeling distressed? Are you in crisis? There’s help. You can access **U of T Telus Health Student Support** (formerly U of T My SSP) 24/7 by calling **1-844-451-9700**. Outside of North America, call **001-416-380-6578**. See more information at [https://mentalhealth.utoronto.ca/telus-health-student-support/](https://mentalhealth.utoronto.ca/telus-health-student-support/).

Are you in immediate danger? For Personal Safety – Call 911, then Campus Community Police*  
Centre for International Experience Safety Abroad 416-946-3929.  
*24/7/365; Campus Community Police can direct your call to the right service.  
You can also contact the [Community Safety Office](mailto:416-978-1485).

**WHAT YOU NEED TO READ IN ADVANCE OF EACH WEEK’S LECTURE:**

**Week 1 – January 11 - Introduction: situating gender-based policy challenges in a global context and using various metrics**

**Required readings:**

Read the syllabus.


**Additional resources:**


**Additional data resources:**


Week 2 – January 18 – Theorizing gender inequality: identity, intersectionality, and the complexities of different lived experiences

Required readings:


Additional resources:


**Week 3 – January 25 – Structural and cultural barriers to gender equality: poverty, access to education, health care, and related services**

*Required readings:*


*Additional resources:*


**Week 4 – February 1 – Organizational norms, political institutional, and constitutional barriers to gender equality**

**Required readings:**


**Additional resources:**


**Week 5 – February 8 – The problem of political representation: How politics and political leadership affect gender equality**

**Required readings:**


**Additional Resources:**


**Week 6 – February 15 – Labour market challenges: wage gaps, occupation segregation, workplace harassment, and employment discrimination**

**Required readings:**


OR


**Additional resources:**


**READING WEEK – February 22 – NO CLASS**

**Week 7 – February 29 - MID-TERM**

**CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF POLICY SOLUTIONS**

**Week 8 - March 7 – Social policies to overcome the enduring issue of care**

**Required readings:**


**Additional Resources:**


Tungohan, Ethel. 2023. *Care Activism: Migrant Domestic Workers, Movement-Building, and Communities of Care.* University of Illinois Press.


**Week 9 – March 14 - The role of IOs, transnational policy actors/advocates, and political regime effects**

**Required readings:**


**Additional Resources:**


Week 10 – March 21 – Courts and social movement alliances

**Required readings:**


**Additional resources:**

Baksh, Rawwida and Wendy Harcourt, eds. The Oxford Handbook of Transnational Feminist Movements. OUP.


Week 11 – March 28 – Quotas and other mechanisms to achieve greater diversity in elected office and administration

**Required readings:**


**Additional Resources:**


**Week 12 – April 4 - Nudges, gender-based budgeting, and other elements of policy design**

**Required readings:**


**Additional resources:**


